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The crystal growth of trilaurin and the effect of partial 
laurates upon it have been investigated by using tempera- 
ture gradient microscopy with differential scanning calori- 
metry and X-ray diffraction. The complex nature of tri- 
laurin crystallization was demonstrated. It was found that 
the addition of monolaurin and lauric acid increased the 
crystal growth rate of trilaurin but decreased the facet and 
crystal size. Conversely, there was a significant reduction 
in growth rate upon the addition of dilaurin isomers. 
Crystal morphology was also altered, and the relative 
stability of the metastable phases was increased. The 
growth rate was lower for a sample containing 1-3 dilaurin 
than for one containing 1-2 dilaurin. It is postulated that 
the varying effects are caused by the varying sizes and 
shapes of the additive molecules. 
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The crystallization of triglycerides is a complex phenomenon 
that  has interested researchers for many years. The process 
is complicated by the slow rate of crystal growtl~ caused 
by the polymorphic behavior of fats and the complex 
molecular shape Despite this, the behavior is fairly well 
known, and a thorough review was provided by Garti and 
Sato in 1988 (1). 

The crystallization of triglycerides is further complicated 
by effects of impurities, both glyceride and nonglyceride, 
upon the triglyceride An early review showed that  many 
kinds of emulsifiers tended to reduce the crystal growth rate 
of natural fat blends {2}. Since then, some further work has 
been published on the effect of different emulsifiers on fat 
blends (3-6). However, there do not appear to be any pub- 
lished systematic works on model systems. Recently, 
W~hnelt et al. (7,8) have shown that  the addition of 
diglycerides can retard the crystal growth of cocoa butter. 
Other researchers have investigated the effect of additives 
upon the polymorphic behavior of triglycerides (9,10}. 
Aronhime et aL (11) have demonstrated that  different ad- 
ditives can retard or enhance polymorphic transformations, 
depending upon their shape and how they fit into the 
triglyceride latt ice In particular, diglycerides have been 
found to retard transformations to/3 (11}. In general, dif- 
ferent additives have been shown to have different effects 
in different systems, and there has been little at tempt at 
finding any underlying mechanisms. 

Crystallization of fat blends is commercially important. 
In processes such as fractionation and products such as 
chocolate and margarine, control of crystal size and shape 
affect the product properties. Additives could have a role 
in controlling this, and, indeed, Hernqvist  and Anjou (12) 
have demonstrated the use of diglycerides in stabilizing the 
/3' form in high-oleic sunflower oil, making it suitable for use 
in margarine and fat ty spreads by preventing the forma- 
tion of the large and grainy/3 crystals. 

Despite the effects that  these materials can have on fat 
crystallization, there are no known rules for the effect of an 
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individual impurity on a pure triglyceride, let alone com- 
plex mixtures of different additives on a fat blend or emul- 
sion. Much current knowledge is empirical, and industrial 
application is often based more on art than on science 

The work presented here addresses this problem by study- 
ing a model system of a pure triglyceride (trilaurin) with 
known quantities of specific, chosen additives. In the first 
instance, various laurates were chosen as additives because 
they are molecules that are well characterized, with the same 
chainlength (C-12) as trflaurin. Therefore, we have an un- 
derstanding of the sizes and shapes of these molecules, and 
can see how they interact with the trilaurin molecules. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Materials. Trilaurin, lauric acid, 1-monolaurin, racemic 
dilaurin, 1-2 dilaurin and 1-3 dilaurin were obtained from 
Sigma Chemical Co. (Poole, Dorset, United Kingdom} at 
bet ter  than  99% pure. The triglyceride was analyzed and 
found to be 99.9% pure with a trace of diglyceride present. 

Methods.  Mixtures of 1, 2 and 5% (by wt) of each ad- 
ditive in tri laurin were prepared. Samples containing 3 
molar % of each additive were also made and a control 
sample of trilaurin was prepared. Samples were heated to 
approximately 80~ and complete dissolution of the ad- 
ditive was ensured. 

Temperature gradient microscopy. A temperature gra- 
dient microscope stage has been designed and built after 
the manner  of Hun t  et al. (13) and Whi t t am and Rosano 
(14) {Fig. 1). I t  allows crystal  growth to be monitored at 
any reasonable forced cooling rate. Cells are placed across 
the two plates and over the gap separating them. There 
is, therefore, a temperature  gradient across the sample. 
The temperatures of the two plates can easily be controlled 
so tha t  one is above the melt ing point of the sample, and 
the other below, creating a solid-liquid interface between 
the plates. The sample can then be moved at a controlled 
growth rate toward either of the plates, and crystalliza- 
tion or melting at fixed rates can be observed. In this case, 
the hot plate temperature was 70~ (_0.2~ and the cold 
plate temperature was 10~ (+_0.2~ As the distance be- 
tween the two plates is 6 mm, the temperature  gradient 
is 10~ 

Cells were made of two glass cover slips separated at 
the edges by a plastic spacer. Cell dimension was 22 mm 
X 22 mm. The sample thickness was always measured as 
0.1-0.2 mm with a micrometer. 

The sample was placed on the stage and allowed to 
equilibrate. I t  was then pulled through the temperature 
gradient at controlled forced growth rates of 1, 2, 5 and 
10 mm/h (corresponding to cooling rates of 10, 20, 50 and 
100~ The microscope was a Leitz Ortholux II. Dur- 
ing each run the observed position was only varied perpen- 
dicular to the growth direction {i.e., there was no move- 
ment of the field of vision parallel to the plates). Therefore, 
growth at one point on the interface was monitored, and 
the development of crystals at this point with t ime was 
seen. Photographs were taken at  5-rain intervals for the 
first hour, then at 10-min intervals for the second hour 
and at 15-min intervals for the third hour for each run. 
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initial crystal growth rate was slower than the slide move~ 
ment rate in all cases. Therefore, progressively increasing 
undercooling occurred, and crystal growth at a range of 
undercooling is illustrated. 

For the pure trilaurin samples at slower slide-movement 
rates (1 and 2 mm per h), initial growth of long, thin, lath- 
like crystals occurred. These grew into the melt (Fig. 2). 
These crystals increased in size with time, and nearly 
perfect, large facets were seen. There was evidence of some 
twinning after two hours. 

The addition of lauric acid caused a definite change to 
the morphology of the crystals, as can be seen from a com- 
parison of Figures 2 and 3. There appears to be a broaden- 
ing of the crystals, suggesting that the relative growth 
rates in the a and b directions are altered. A reduction in 
the facet size is also apparent, with the average size de- 
creasing by a factor of at least two. Similar effects were 
caused by the addition of monolaurin. The twinning den- 
sity was also increased in both cases, as evidenced by the 
increase in imperfection of the crystals. 

Addition of any of the dilaurins causes the facet and 
crystal sizes to be reduced by a considerable amount (Fig. 
4). After about 2 h they are so small that  they cannot be 
observed. There is also a change in the crystal morphology 

FIG. 1. The temperature gradient microscope stage. 

Growth distance of the crystals was deduced from the 
position of the face at each time point. Undercooling at 
any particular time could also be calculated by knowledge 
of the growth distance, and of the distance moved by the 
initial interface away from the original position. Shapes 
and sizes of crystals were also noted from the photo- 
graphs. 

Calorimetry. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
was performed to determine transformation temperatures 
and polymorphic behavior with a Perkin-Elmer (Norwalk, 
CT} DSC 7 calorimeter. Samples were cooled from 
60-20~ at 30~ per min, held for 5 rain, and then heated 
to 60~ at 3~ per rain. 

X-ray diffraction. Dynamic X-ray diffraction measure- 
ments were performed with an Inel CPS-120 position- 
sensitive detector (Grenoble, France}, according to the pro- 
cedure described previously (15), to determine the poly- 
morphic forms present during crystMlization and transfor- 
mations. Samples were cooled at 0.5 ~ per min from 60 
to 0~ and diffraction patterns were taken at 2-rain in- 
tervals. X-ray diffraction was also performed with a 
Philips single counter detector (Eindhoven, The Nether- 
landst to allow accurate calculation of diffraction peak 
positions and lattice parameters. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

With the temperature gradient microscope stage, crystal 
growth was monitored for all four cooling regimes. The 

FIG. 2. Crystals of trilaurin, after two hours growth at a slide move- 
ment rate of 1 mm per hour. 

FIG. 3. Crystals of trilaurin plus 2% lauric acid, after two hours 
growth at a slide movement rate of 1 mm per hour. 
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FIG. 4. Crystals of trilaurin plus 2% 1-3 dilaurin, after two hours FIG. 5. Crystals of trilaurin, after 20 min growth at a slide move- 
growth at a slide movement rate of 1 mm per hour. ment rate of 10 mm per hour. 

at that tim~ with much smaller crystals being produced�9 
X-ray diffraction confirmed that these were still/3 crystals. 
The original, larger/3 crystals are also of a different mor- 
phology, being more pointed and showing a large change 
to the crystal habit. The twin density appeared to be in- 
creased as the crystals became darker. 

Different effects were seen for the pure trilaurin sam- 
ple at the faster movement speeds (5 and 10 mm per h) 
(Fig. 5), than at the slower movement speeds. Initially, the 
distinctive ~ plate-like crystals were seen. These had a 
higher twinning density and less perfect facets than the 
slower-grown crystals. This was followed by a change in 
the type of crystals seen, with much smaller, optically 
dense crystals being grown. Eventually, other crystals, 

less optically dense and more pointed, were seen�9 Finally, 
spherulites consisting of these crystals nucleated and grew 
in the liquid ahead of the main interface�9 This behavior 
was seen in all cases, although there was some variation 
in the times of the transformations. The major difference 
was that the dilaurates encouraged the formation of the 
two latter types of crystal (/~ and/J') more quickly than 
in the other systems, with 1-2 dilaurin having the greatest 
effect. 

Growth distance against time plots at a slide movement 
rate of 1 mm per h for all systems are shown in Figure 
6. Both monolaurin and lauric acid increase the growth 
rate of trilaurin, whereas the dilaurates decrease it. 1-3 
Dilaurin is particularly effective at retarding the growth 
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FIG. 6. Growth distance against time for all systems at a slide movement rate of 1 mm per hour (additive 
level 2% by wt). Trilaurin, rq; trilaurin plus lauric acid, 4-; trilaurin plus monolaurin; ~_ ; trilaurin plus dilaurin, 
A; trilaurin plus 1-2 dilaurin, x; trilaurin plus 1-3 dilaurin, V. 
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FIG.  7. Growth rate against undercooling for trilaurin at a slide movement  rate of 5 mm per hour. 

rate and reducing the total growth distance to about one- 
third of the initial amount. Increasing the concentration 
of the additive leads to greater retardation for the dilaurin- 
containing samples, with limited increases in growth rates 
for the monolaurin and lauric acid-containing samples. 
Consideration of results for similar molar concentrations 
of additive gives similar results. 

From the shape of a plot of crystal growth rate against 
undercooling for a particular crystal face, it is possible to 
determine the crystal growth mechanism that  is occur- 
ring. This can be done because the growth of the fastest 
growing face is always being measured for the large, lath- 
like crystals. Generally, there are four potential mech- 
anisms. An overview is given in the next four paragraphs 
[for a more detailed explanation, the reader is referred to 
Boistelle (16)]. 

Continuous growth mechanism. An ideally rough inter- 
face with all sites being equal is assumed. The growth rate 
is proportional to the undercooling. 

Island nucleation (birth and spread}. For crystal growth 
to occur on a perfectly fiat facet, it will be necessary for 
a new layer to nucleate on the facet, and then grow to cover 
the old surface. Nucleation of the new layer will be a rate- 
limiting step, and it can be shown that the growth rate 
is proportional to exp {-k/T}, where k is a constant. 
Therefore, growth is slow at low undercoolings. 

Spiral growth mechanism. If a faceted crystal contains 
a screw dislocation, there will be a step in the facet. 
Molecules will add preferentially to this step because they 
will then be more strongly bound to the surface. The ad- 
dition of molecules will cause the dislocation to rotate 
about its core and expand. In this case, the growth rate 
is proportional to the square of the undercooling. 

~vin-plane mechanism (17). Crystal layers can be pro- 
duced by nucleation at twin-plane reentrant corners. The 
reentrant corner lowers the energy of formation for a new 
plane. The growth rate is again proportional to the under- 
cooling. 

For pure trilaurin, with the cell moving at 2 mm per h, 
a graph of growth rate against undercooling is illustrated 
{Fig. 7). The rate of growth appears to be proportional to 
the undercooling. This suggests that  growth is occurring 
either via the continuous growth mechanism or by the 
twin growth mechanism. In view of the fact that trilaurin 
is highly faceted and that triglycerides have high twin- 
ning densities, it is postulated that growth is occurring 
via the twin growth mechanism. Similar results were seen 
in all cases and show that this is the dominant mechanism 
in triglyceride growth. This confirms early work done by 
Albon et al. (18). 

DSC showed that  chilled liquid trilaurin solidified at 
21~ and the addition of 2% monolaurin leads to a 
slight increase in this temperature. The addition of 
2% dilaurin decreases the solidification temperature, with 
the 1-3 isomer having a particularly large effect (Fig. 8A). 
On heating trilaurin, an endothermic trough is seen at 
26~ (Fig. 8B). This corresponds to any a in the sample 
transforming to f3' or /~. Because of the low stability 
of the ~', any a transforms quickly to f3, and, therefore, a 
f3 melting peak is seen at 45~ Monolaurin-containing 
samples are extremely similar. However the addition of 
dilaurin causes an upward temperature shift in the ini- 
tial transformation, as well as a change in the nature 
of the transformation, especially with the 1-2 dilaurin. 
This suggests that, in this case. a is melting, before 
transforming to f3. This result illustrates that the 1-2 
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FIG. 9. Suggested incorporation mechanisms for the different ad- 
ditives. Top panel: lauric acid or monolaurin, gap filling. Middle panel: 
1-2 dilaurin, gap generating. Bottom panel: 1-3 dilaurin, gap 
generating. 

dilaurin is a s t ronger  a and f3' stabilizer than  the 1-3 
dilaurin. 

Time sequence position-sensitive X-ray diffraction plots 
show tha t  on slow cooling a and f3' phases  nucleate and 
grow. These always t ransform to f3 over several minutes. 
The additives do not have much effect, except for dilaurin, 
which causes crystal l ization to be shifted to lower temp- 
eratures. 

These results  i l lustrate the complex nature  of trigly- 
ceride crystallization. I t  is affected by the additives in 
dist inct  ways. The crystal l ization rate  is increased by the 
smaller monolaurin and lauric acid molecules. Facet  and 
crysta l  size are also reduced by the smaller molecules. I t  
is suggested t ha t  this is because they are bo th  small  
molecules t ha t  can easily fit into the tri laurin latt ice (as 
i l lustrated in Fig. 9). Therefore, they do not  re tard the 
growth rate  and, in fact, may  slightly increase it. The for- 
mat ion  of the smaller, less perfect  crystals  is due to an 
increase in the defect densi ty  caused by the additives. 
Because of the larger size of the dilaurin molecules, in- 
corporation into the lattice is more difficult. As illustrated 
in Figure 9, a blocking of growth sites can occur, which 
leads to the reduction in growth rate  and, because of the 
different effects on different faces, to a change in habit.  
Because the diglyceride molecules have different shapes 

and fit  into the latt ice in different ways, the var ia t ion in 
effect between the two isomers can be explained. 

The work shows the effect tha t  par t icular  par t ia l  gly- 
cerides can have on triglyceride crystallization. These 
mater ia ls  are produced by the degradat ion of fats, and 
thus  the importance  of qual i ty  control of fa ts  is illu- 
strated. 
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